To better help our customers, Endless Pools, Inc. has developed this Welcome Kit. We have learned that hands-on experience examining actual finish samples provides inspiration in creating your ideal swimming environment.

Finish Choices

1. Synthetic Copings (page 6)
2. Aluminum Coping with Tile Insert (page 4)
3. Aluminum Coping with Snap Strip (page 3)
4. Bullnose Coping (page 5)
5. Wood Receiver Coping (page 5)
6. Retractable Security Cover Fabrics (pages 1–2)
7. Standard Liner Fabrics (page 7)
The Retractable Security Cover, an extremely popular option with our customers, acts as a horizontal fence sealing access to the pool. Indoors the cover controls humidity, while outdoors it seals out dirt, leaves and debris. Whether your pool is installed inside or out, the Retractable Security Cover is essential in controlling heat loss. Most importantly, it protects children and pets from unsupervised use of the pool. The cover comes with a lock for an extra measure of security. This peace of mind doesn’t come at the price of inconvenience, as the cover takes less than a minute to open or close.

The cover is an important design element. Typically, your Endless Pool® will be covered most of the time, with the cover serving an important aesthetic function in your pool area. We offer seven attractive colors to suit almost every décor: light blue, aqua, royal blue, gray, tan, black and forest green.

**How secure is the cover?**

A picture is worth a thousand words: as you can see, the cover is strong enough to hold two adults! It meets ASTM F1346 standards for pool safety and has been accepted by many municipalities as an alternative to the fencing around an outdoor pool.
For added convenience we also offer an Automatic Retractable Security Cover. Operated with the turn of a key, the cover automatically retracts for convenient access to your pool.

Available in a wide range of colors, the cover can be installed with most coping systems. If you want to enjoy the benefits of our widely respected security cover with more ease than ever, please call your design representative for more details.

Outdoor Retractable Security Covers include a pump to remove rainwater. Cover color choices may vary slightly from brochure.
The top edge of the Endless Pool® must be finished with a coping to cover and protect the steel structural components. The coping should be comfortable to the touch and suited to your particular pool site and configuration, whether the pool is outdoors or inside; aboveground, partially or fully in-ground. The coping secures the waterproof liner that holds the water inside the pool. Beyond functionality, the coping should also be attractive, and appropriate to its surrounding aesthetic, particularly because the coping is often the most visible element of the Endless Pool.

With these goals in mind, we have developed five excellent coping options, each field-tested and highly endorsed by Endless Pool owners. These coping systems are appropriate to all pool configurations, and suit a wide variety of budgets and tastes.

**Aluminum Coping System**

Our Aluminum Coping System, manufactured exclusively for the Endless Pool, provides a smooth and durable non-slip surface. A full 8" wide, it provides a comfortable seat for swimmers entering and exiting the pool. Every Aluminum Coping System arrives in precut pieces sized for your pool. It assembles quickly, screwing into the pool's top edge, with a built-in receiver to hold the pool liner. The aluminum comes with a white, non-slip finish and may be painted. Call us for more details on painting.

**Aluminum Coping with Snap Strip Insert**

Our Aluminum Coping System includes a 6 ¾" wide aluminum “snap strip” that snaps into the coping’s center channel, covering the mounting screws. Like the rest of the coping system, this white snap strip can also be painted, and provides a crisp and professional finish to the pool coping.
Aluminum Coping with Tile Insert
Tile is a favorite finish for the Endless Pool®. Impervious to moisture, tile provides a beautiful accent and a limitless range of colors and designs.

In lieu of the standard aluminum snap strip, our Aluminum Coping System also accepts mosaic and any tile up to 6" wide. The Aluminum Coping System provides a rigid foundation for any tile work, eliminating the flexure cracking and sealing problems of a tile only installation. Simply slide out the 6 1/2" snap strip, prepare with backer board, lay your tile, and seal with grout or silicone caulk. If desired, the narrow strip of exposed white aluminum may be painted a coordinating color. Some of our customers install their pools with standard aluminum snap strip then replace it later with tile to match their décor.
**Coping Systems**

**Wood Receiver Coping**
Many of our customers like to use wood coping around their Endless Pool. To make this option attractive, easy and durable, we have designed a Wood Receiver Coping System that allows you to finish with wood right up to the water's edge. What's more, the Wood Receiver Coping System acts as both a liner hanger and a finished edge.

Wood Receiver Coping is simply attached to the top flange of the pool panels in the same manner as the regular liner hanger system; then just add wood. We recommend finishing the coping with a 2" x 10" rot-resistant wood, such as clear cedar.

**Bullnose Coping System**
Bullnose Coping, shown to the right, is often appropriate when you plan to utilize concrete or tile instead of wood surrounding the top edge (flange) of the pool.

EPI can provide aluminum bullnose coping appropriate for in-ground Endless Pools set in concrete. This bullnose coping comes with a built-in liner hanger and is appropriate for both finished-concrete and finished-tile floors (shown here). The coping comes with 6"-radius corners. With this system, a supporting surface below the pool's top flange must be built to accommodate concrete. Call EPI for details.
Synthetic Coping
The top edge of the Endless Pool is finished with your choice of coping materials. While you can use any custom material to match your decor including tile, wood, or a synthetic material we recommend our pre-engineered system. Utilizing a cast synthetic material impervious to water and both warm to the touch and rugged. The system installs quickly and easily with hand and comes in five standard colors.

Skirting Packages
Available for two, three and four sides, our wood and synthetic skirting options are designed to finish off the exposed walls of the Endless Pool. The pool can be sided with any material, but our skirting systems offer a simple finished solution. Corner treatments and all required hardware are provided.
Pool Liners

We're familiar with the backyard pool of pale Mediterranean blue, and light blue remains an ever-popular color among our customers. But the interior of your Endless Pool® can be finished in a variety of aquatic tones. Whether you choose a simple flat-bottom pool for exercise swimming or our deeper option for vertical aquatic exercise, these beautiful liners will certainly complement your overall design.

Made from thick 28-mil commercial vinyl, our sturdy liners are 50% thicker and more durable than standard pool liners. Each liner comes with a full 10-year warranty against manufacturer defects. In fact, we're so confident in our liners and how easy they are to install, that should one become damaged during installation, we'll REPLACE IT FREE OF CHARGE. With extra durability built right in, our custom liners give you the design flexibility and peace of mind not found in any other counter-current machine.

New Tile Patterned Liners

Now you can finish your Endless Pool with our unique selection of high-quality patterned liners, each sporting attractive and realistic tile-like edging.

Lancashire

Cambridge

Lincoln Park

Aegean

NOTE: Liner seams may be more visible on patterns as they are printed on white vinyl. Pattern and solid colors may vary slightly from brochure. Liner choices are subject to change without notice, please contact your Design Representative for all of the latest custom liner choices.

Our Standard Colors

Dark Blue Liner

Light Blue Liner

Tie Dye Liner

For flat bottom pools in most popular sizes we stock our liners in standard colors for quick shipment.

If you have selected a custom deeper pool and/or you choose a custom pattern as shown on the left, it will be shipped separately by UPS ground. Allow 3 to 4 weeks for the manufacture of your custom liner.

To discuss your finish choices call your Design Representative at:

800-732-8660

1601 Dutton Mill Rd
Aston, PA 19014
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